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lassic cadherins, which are adhesion molecules in cell-cell adherens junctions, have a large contribution to the
onstruction of the animal body. Their molecular structures show clear differences between chordate and nonchordate
etazoans. Although nonchordate classic cadherins have cadherin superfamily-specific extracellular repeats (CRs) and a
ighly conserved cytoplasmic domain (CP), these cadherins have a unique extracellular domain that is absent from
ertebrate and ascidian classic cadherins. We called this the primitive classic cadherin domain (PCCD). To understand the
oles of the PCCD, we constructed and characterized a series of mutant forms of the Drosophila classic cadherin
DE-cadherin. Biochemical analyses indicated that the last two CRs and PCCD form a special structure with proteolytic
cleavage. Mutations in the PCCD did not eliminate the cell-cell-binding function of DE-cadherin in cultured cells, but
prevented the cadherin from efficiently translocating to the plasma membrane in epithelial cells of the developing embryo.
In addition, genetic rescue assays suggested that although CP-mediated control plays a central role in tracheal fusion, the
role of the PCCD in efficient recruitment of DE-cadherin to apical areas of the plasma membranes is also important for
dynamic epithelial morphogenesis. We propose that there is a fundamental difference in the mode of classic cadherin-
mediated cell-cell adhesion between chordate and nonchordate metazoans. © 1999 Academic Press
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Metazoans show differences in body plan and the pattern
of cell architecture. However, recent molecular cloning
studies have revealed that these animals share many simi-
lar molecular machineries for cell-cell interactions and
connections required during development (Gumbiner,
1996). The classic cadherin and a- and b-catenin form a
basic cell-cell adhesion system in a wide range of metazo-
ans including vertebrates, sea urchin, fruit fly, and nema-
tode (Takeichi, 1995; Huber et al., 1996; Miller and Mc-
Clay, 1997a, b; Peifer and Wieschaus, 1990; Oda et al., 1993,
1994; Costa et al., 1998). These molecules are major com-
ponents of the intercellular junction called the adherens
junction (AJ) (Tsukita et al., 1992). AJs are found in epithe-
lial cells in both chordates and nonchordates (Farquhar and
1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. Fax: (81) 75-315-
l6420. E-mail: hoda@cell.tsukita.jst.go.jp.
406Palade, 1963; Staehelin, 1974; Lane and Skaer, 1980; Lane et
al., 1987; Spiegel and Howard, 1983). Gene inactivation
studies on cadherins and catenins in mouse, Xenopus,
Drosophila, and C. elegans have provided evidence that
cadherin-catenin-based cell-cell adhesion or AJs are criti-
cally important for the establishment, maintenance and
morphogenesis of epithelia in developing embryos and
tissues (Larue et al., 1994; Riethmacher et al., 1995; Haegel
et al., 1995; Heasman et al., 1994; Kafron et al., 1997;
Torres et al., 1997; Cox et al., 1996; Mu¨ller and Wieschaus,
1996; Uemura et al., 1996; Tepass et al., 1996; Costa et al.,
1998). The AJs behave concomitantly with cell shape
changes and cell movements during epithelial morphogen-
esis at least in the developing Drosophila embryo (Oda et
al., 1998; Oda and Tsukita, 1999).
Classic cadherins constitute a family of single-
transmembrane domain glycoproteins that exhibit Ca21-
ependent cell-cell binding (Takeichi, 1995). This molecu-
ar family belongs to the large cadherin superfamily, all
0012-1606/99 $30.00
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407A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic Ccadherinsmembers of which have characteristic extracellular repeats
called cadherin repeats (CRs). Besides the classic cadherins,
this superfamily includes, for example, mammalian desmo-
somal cadherins and protocadherins, and Drosophila Fat
nd Dachsous (Magee and Buxton, 1991; Sano et al., 1993;
Mahoney et al., 1991; Clark et al., 1995). The members of
the cadherin superfamily are highly diverse in several
structural aspects including size, number of CRs, and
cytoplasmic sequence. The classic cadherins are defined by
a highly conserved cytoplasmic domain (CP) which inter-
acts with b-catenin, called Armadillo in Drosophila.
b-Catenin, which also functions in Wnt/Wingless signaling
separately from the adhesion system (Peifer, 1995; Orsulic
and Peifer, 1996), links classic cadherins to a-catenin and
the actin cytoskeleton, and the linkage to the actin cy-
toskeleton seems to play an important role in adhesion-
dependent morphogenetic processes during metazoan de-
velopment (Takeichi, 1995; Huber et al., 1996). The
intracellular domain of the cadherin-catenin cell-cell adhe-
sion machinery is highly conserved between chordates and
nonchordates (Miller and McClay, 1997a, b; Peifer and
Wieschaus, 1990; Oda et al., 1993, 1994; Costa et al., 1998).
Two or more subclasses of classic cadherin are present at
least in vertebrates and Drosophila (Takeichi, 1988; Oda et
al., 1994; Iwai et al., 1997). The major cadherin subclasses
are the E- and N-type. Generally, E-cadherin is expressed
both maternally and zygotically in all cells of early embryos
and persistently in epithelial cells of later embryos, al-
though it disappears from the developing mesoderm and
nervous system. In contrast, N-cadherin is first expressed in
the mesoderm and nervous system. Like Drosophila DE-
cadherin, the sea urchin and C. elegans cadherin, LvG-
cadherin and HMR-1, are classified as the E-type (Miller and
McClay, 1997b; Costa et al., 1998). The distribution of
E-cadherin is coincident with that of AJs in epithelial cells
of metazoan animals.
Despite the evolutionarily conserved aspects of the
cadherin-catenin system, the chordate and nonchordate
classic cadherins show marked differences in the structure
of the extracellular region. Mature vertebrate classic cad-
herins have four CRs aligned in tandem in the extracellular
region. Their N-terminal portion is responsible for direct
binding to the same or a similar cadherin subclass expressed
in the neighboring cell. Analyses of the three-dimensional
structures of mouse E- and N-cadherin suggested that cis-
and trans-dimerizations of the cadherins form an array
analogous to a zipper in the intercellular space (Shapiro et
al., 1995; Overduin et al., 1995; Nagar et al., 1996). A gene
ncoding a putative classic cadherin was recently isolated
rom the ascidian, and its deduced overall structure was
hown to be similar to that of vertebrate classic cadherins
Fig. 1A; Levi et al., 1997).
In contrast to chordate classic cadherins, nonchordate
lassic cadherins have a varied number of CRs in the
xtracellular region (Fig. 1A). For example, Drosophila DE-
nd DN-cadherin have 6 and 15 CRs, respectively, and sea
rchin LvG-cadherin has 13. Interestingly, the last CR is
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightollowed by a set of three conserved amino acid sequence
otifs in all the nonchordate classic cadherins. The first
otif is unique to nonchordate classic cadherins, and we
amed it the NC (nonchordate motif). The second is rich in
ysteine residues and rather resembles EGF repeats, and we
amed it the CE (cysteine-rich EGF repeat-like motif). The
hird is similar to the laminin A globular domain (Oda et
l., 1994), and we named it the LAG (laminin A globular
omain-like motif). These motifs constitute a domain that
e named the primitive classic cadherin domain (PCCD).
his domain was speculated to have been retained by
lassic cadherins since an early stage of metazoan evolu-
ion, although it was lost in the chordate lineage.
To understand the roles of the PCCD, we analyzed each
omain of the Drosophila classic cadherin DE-cadherin. We
enerated a series of mutations and systematically assayed
he biochemical, cell biological, and morphogenetic proper-
ies of these mutant proteins. Our results revealed that the
CCD is structurally and functionally unique and may play
role in translocation of DE-cadherin to the plasma mem-
rane in epithelial cells in vivo. We showed that the role of
he PCCD in efficient recruitment to apical areas of the
lasma membranes is crucial for dynamic epithelial mor-
hogenesis. We discuss the differences in the mechanism of
lassic cadherin-mediated adhesion between chordate and
onchordate metazoans.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Molecular Phylogenetic Analyses
Sequences were aligned using SeqApp 1.9 manual aligner for
Macintosh (Gilbert, 1993). Estimation of molecular phylogeny was
carried out by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987)
using PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 1993). Confidence in the phylogeny
was assessed by bootstrap resampling of the data (Felsenstein,
1985).
DNA Constructs and Transgenic Flies
The full-length DE-cadherin cDNA (Oda et al., 1994) was sub-
cloned into the EcoRI site of pBluescript I SK1 (Stratagene) and
pUAST (Brand and Perrimon, 1993) to produce pBS-DECH and
pUAST-DECH, respectively. pBS-DECH was modified by insertion
of an NcoI site in front of the stop codon to produce pBS-DECH-Nc.
A PCR-amplified DNA fragment encoding red-shifted mutant GFP
(Ex 5 473 nm, Em 5 509 nm; Quantum) was inserted into the NcoI
site of pBS-DECH-Nc, and then the KpnI-XbaI fragment was
transferred to pUAST resulting in pUAST-DEFL. The activities of
DEFL were almost the same as those of DECH in cell aggregation
and tracheal fusion rescue assays. Deletions were generated using
exonuclease III (Takara) or short fragments amplified by PCR with
specific primers containing endonuclease restriction sites. Point
mutations were introduced using a site-directed mutagenesis kit
(Clontech). The mutations were dCPc3 (aa 1367–1507 deleted);
dTM (aa 1317–1507 deleted); dSTM (aa 1–214, 1317–1507 deleted);
dCR3h (aa 339–574 deleted); dCR4h (aa 340–737 deleted); dCR4 (aa
346–768 deleted); dEx (aa 342–1264 deleted); dNc (aa 939–1019
deleted); dCL2 (aa 1066–1263 deleted); dCL3 (aa 1109–1263 de-
leted); mNcGSP (aa 1010 G to L, 1011 S to L, 1012 P to L); inNcHA
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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408 Oda and Tsukita(YPYDVPDYA equivalent to the influenza hemagglutinin epitope
inserted between aa 979 and 980). After insertion of a GFP-coding
fragment into the NcoI site, each mutant DE-cadherin cDNA was
inserted into pUAST. Transgenic flies were produced as described
(Robertson et al., 1988). Two or more independent lines were
established for each construct. UAS transgenic lines were crossed
with arm-GAL4 (Sanson et al., 1996) to obtain embryos for Western
lotting, immunoprecipitation, and subcellular localization analy-
es.
The cDNA coding dCPc3 was attached to the ubiquitin pro-
oter (Lee et al., 1988) and inserted into the cloning site of
CaSpeR4 (Thummel et al., 1988) modified by addition of the SV40
oly(A) signal (pCaSpeR4-SV40) to produce pCaSpeR-UP-dCPc3.
he cDNA-encoding full-length DN-cadherin (Iwai et al., 1997)
as inserted into the NotI site of pUAST to produce pUAST-DN.
Cell Culture, Transfection, and Cell Aggregation
Assays
Culture of S2 cells, transfection, and cell aggregation assays were
carried out as described (Oda et al., 1994). S2 cells were cotrans-
ected with pUAST containing the cDNA of interest and pWA-
AL4 (Y. Hiromi, unpublished) in a ratio of 10:1 and used in cell
ggregation assays and Western blotting analyses. Brefeldin A (10
mg/ml) was added to cultures of S2 cells transfected with pRmHa3-
DECH (Oda et al., 1994), the expression of which was induced by
addition of 0.7 mM CuSO4. Transfection with pUAST-DEFL and
pUAST-DN was carried out independently to obtain heterogeneous
S2 cells expressing either DE- or DN-cadherin. Stable transfectants
of S2 cells with pCaSpeR-UP-dCPc3 (S2-dCPc3) were established as
described (Oda et al., 1994).
Protein Analyses
We performed Western blotting and immunoprecipitation as
described (Oda et al., 1993). For Western blotting analyses, poly-
lonal anti-GFP antibody (Clontech) was used at a dilution of 1:500,
nd monoclonal anti-DE-cadherin (DCAD2), anti-Da-catenin
(DCAT-1) and anti-Armadillo (7A1) antibodies were used at dilu-
tions of 1:50, 1:100, and 1:200, respectively (Oda et al., 1993, 1994;
Peifer, 1993). For the isolation of DP and PP, we used 200 ml of
saturated cell suspensions of S2-dCPc3 and homogenized the cells
in 4 ml of extraction buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 1%
NP-40, 1% Triton X-100) containing 1 mM phenylmethylsulfonyl
fluoride. Of anti-GFP polyclonal antibody (Clontech) 30 mg was
dded to the extract followed by incubation for 2 h. Then, 20 ml of
protein A-Sepharose 4B beads (Zymed) was added and incubation
was continued for a further 4 h. The immune complexes were
washed several times with extraction buffer, and proteins were
released from the beads by boiling for 3 min in 80 ml of SDS-PAGE
ample buffer containing 5% b-mercaptoethanol. About 0.2–0.3 mg
of DP and PP was obtained, and amino acid sequence analysis of
their respective N-termini was carried out according to the method
described previously (Furuse et al., 1998).
Tracheal Fusion Rescue Assays
shg2, Df(2R)E2, and btl-GAL4 were used (Uemura et al., 1996;
Shiga et al., 1996). w; shg2, btl-GAL4/CyO and w; Df(2R)E2,
UAS-DaC-GFP'3/CyO were described previously (Oda and Tsu-
ita, 1999). To rescue shg embryos by expression of DECH, w; shg2,
btl-GAL4/CyO females were crossed with w; Df(2R)E2, UAS-DaC-FP'3/1; UAS-DECH'5-1/1 males. In this progeny, w; shg2,
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightbtl-GAL4/Df(2R)E2, UAS-DaC-GFP'3; UAS-DECH'5-1/1 em-
ryos were unambiguously identified by GFP fluorescence and
mmunostaining with DCAD2, and analyzed. To rescue shg em-
ryos by expression of DEFL, w; shg2, btl-GAL4/CyO females were
crossed with w; Df(2R)E2, UAS-DEFL'6-3/CyO or w; Df(2R)E2/1;
AS-DEFL'6-1/1 males. In these progeny, w; shg2, btl-GAL4/
f(2R)E2, UAS-DEFL'6-3 or w; shg2, btl-GAL4/Df(2R)E2; UAS-
EFL'6-1/1 embryos were unambiguously identified by GFP
uorescence and morphology of the epidermis affected by the shg
utation. We examined the morphogenetic ability of DE-cadherin
utant molecules in similar ways. For these rescue experiments,
e did not use UAS lines that exhibited high levels of expression to
void the effects of excessive titration of endogenous Armadillo as
escribed in the text.
Fluorescence Microscopy
Embryos were fixed and if necessary immunologically stained as
described (Oda and Tsukita, 1999). DCAT-1, DCAD1, and DCAD2
were used at a dilution of 1:100. Since DCAD1 does not react with
dCR3h or dCR4h, the antibody was used to detect endogenous
DE-cadherin in embryos expressing dCR3h and dCR4h. Samples
were examined with a Zeiss Axiophot II microscope equipped with
a Bio-Rad laser confocal system (MRC1024) using a 63X/NA1.4
Plan-Apochromat oil immersion objective (Zeiss) and a filter set
suitable for the GFP (Chroma, 41017).
RESULTS
Molecular Phylogenetic Analyses of Metazoan
Classic Cadherins
Metazoan classic cadherins show a variety of forms
despite their similarities within CRs and the CP (Fig. 1A).
To elucidate how these classic cadherins have evolved, we
constructed a molecular phylogenetic tree of DE- and DN-
cadherin (Drosophila), LvG-cadherin (sea urchin), HMR-1
(C. elegans), BS-cadherin (ascidian), and vertebrate E/P- and
N/R-type group I classic cadherins using 87 amino acid sites
in the widely conserved CP (Fig. 1B). This tree showed that
BS-cadherin is more closely related to vertebrate group I
classic cadherins than the nonchordate classic cadherins.
These topological relationships are consistent with the
extracellular structures of the cadherins. The molecular
phylogenetic tree also suggested that the DE- and DN-
adherin genes have evolved by gene duplication after
ivergence from the precursor genes of LvG-cadherin,
MR-1, and chordate classic cadherins. This was supported
y comparison of the amino acid sequences of the PCCDs
see below). It is evident that independent gene duplications
ave rise to E and N subclasses of classic cadherins in the
nsect and vertebrate lineages.
Comparison of the Amino Acid Sequences
of the PCCDs
The amino acid sequences of the PCCDs of nonchordate
classic cadherins were aligned (Fig. 2A). The PCCD of
DE-cadherin shows 39.8, 31.1, and 27.5% amino acid se-
quence identity to those of DN-cadherin, LvG-cadherin,
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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409A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic Ccadherinsand HMR-1, respectively (Fig. 2B). The PCCDs of DE- and
DN-cadherin are the most similar to each other in all
combinations. We constructed a phylogenetic tree based on
the PCCDs (data not shown) and found that it was consis-
tent with the tree based on the CPs (Fig. 1A). The PCCD
consists of the NC, CE, and LAG. We could find no
significant similarity within the NC to sequences of other
known proteins. The CEs have 10 or 12 conserved cysteine
residues, and the LAGs have 4 conserved cysteine residues.
Although sequences similar to the LAGs are found in a
variety of proteins including Drosophila Slit, Fat, and
Crumbs and rat neurexin I (Patthy, 1992; Oda et al., 1994),
the first 2 of the 4 cysteine residues are not conserved in
proteins other than the nonchordate classic cadherins.
These amino acid sequence data suggested that the PCCD
forms a structure unique to nonchordate classic cadherins.
Mature DE-Cadherin Protein Is Proteolytically
Cleaved in the NC
When full-length DE-cadherin tagged with green fluores-
ent protein (GFP) at the carboxyl terminus (DEFL, Fig. 3)
as expressed in Drosophila S2 cells, 150- and 110-kDa
FIG. 1. (A) Schematic representation of the primary structure
representative of vertebrate classic cadherins. The vertical arrow i
is a little shorter than those of the other cadherins. (B) Molecular ph
from 87 amino acid sites in the CP. vE/P and vN/R indicate verteb
tree was constructed by the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and N
the topology of the tree.olypeptides named distal and proximal polypeptides (DP m
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightnd PP) were detected in the cell lysates by anti-DE-
adherin monoclonal antibody DCAD2 (Oda et al., 1994)
nd anti-GFP antibody, respectively, in addition to a small
mount of the precursor (about 230 kDa) (Fig. 4A). DP
orresponded to the polypeptide detected in embryonic
ysates by DCAD2 (Oda et al., 1994; Fig. 4A), which
ecognizes the region between CR0 and CR1 (Fig. 3). A
P-deleted mutant molecule named dCPc3 (Fig. 3) was
eparated into a DP of the same size (150-kDa) and a PP of
educed size (80-kDa) (Fig. 4A). We affinity-purified these
olypeptides with anti-GFP antibody from the extract of S2
ells stably transfected with dCPc3 (Fig. 4B), analyzed their
espective N-termini, and obtained the amino acid se-
uences LHSPXDXNFSGD for the DP and SPYYAPEKLN
or the PP. These results led us to conclude that removal of
he signal peptide and proteolytic cleavage between G (aa
010) and S (aa 1011) residues in the NC resulted in DP (aa
0–1010) and PP (aa 1011–1507) (Fig. 3), which are bound to
ach other. In agreement with this conclusion, mutant
onstructs with a deletion of the cleavage site and flanking
equences (dNc) or containing three amino acid substitu-
ions at the cleavage site (GSP to LLL, mNcGSP) showed no
leaved products corresponding to the DP (Fig. 5). Further-
metazoan classic cadherins. Mouse E-cadherin is shown as a
tes the conserved cleavage site for maturation. The CP of HMR-1
netic tree of metazoan classic cadherins. This tree was constructed
E/P and N/R subclass group I classic cadherins, respectively. This
987); numbers are bootstrap values, which indicate confidence ins of
ndica
yloge
rate
ei, 1ore, the sequence of the processing site, DVRFSAHG-
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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410 Oda and TsukitaFIG. 2. Comparison of amino acid sequences of PCCDs. (A) Amino acid sequence alignment of the PCCDs of Drosophila DE- and
N-cadherin, sea urchin LvG-cadherin, and C. elegans HMR-1. Residues that are identical among three or four proteins are highlighted.nformation regarding mutations is also shown. (B) Amino acid acid identities between the PCCDs.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.
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411A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic CcadherinsSPYY, was identical or very similar to the corresponding
sequences of the other nonchordate classic cadherins (Fig.
2).
When expression of DE-cadherin was induced in S2 cells
in the presence of brefeldin A (10 mg/ml), its products were
normally cleaved (data not shown). This observation indi-
cated that NC cleavage occurred prior to passage through
the Golgi apparatus.
The CR4-CE Region Is Required for NC Cleavage
and May Be Involved in DP-PP Binding
Further examinations using the various deletion con-
structs shown in Fig. 3 revealed that the sequence DVRF-
SAHGSPYY was not sufficient for NC cleavage. Despite
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the DE-cadherin molecules
were tagged with GFP at the C-terminus. Details of mutations are
anti-DE-cadherin monoclonal antibodies DCAD1 and DCAD2 are i
cleavage sites at the end of the signal sequence and in the NC, and
C-terminus of the PCCD, and the junction of DE-cadherin and GFP
level on the right-hand side. The cell aggregation activity is ranked a
1, weak; 1, very weak; 2, no activity. Note that dCR3h, dCR4h
etermined.having this sequence, neither dCR4 nor dCL2 was cleaved e
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightdata not shown). Deletion analysis indicated that the
egion covering CR4, CR5, NC, and CE (aa 738–1108) was
ecessary for NC cleavage, but most other regions includ-
ng the transmembrane segment (TM) were not (Fig. 5;
ummarized in Fig. 3). Since dSTM, lacking the signal
equence, was not cleaved in the NC, NC cleavage seemed
ot to occur in the cytosol but in the secretory pathway. In
ddition to the deleted molecules, a mutant molecule with
n insertion of 9 amino acids in the NC (inNcHA) was not
leaved (Fig. 5).
To determine the region responsible for binding between
P and PP, we performed immunoprecipitation experi-
ents using extracts of embryos expressing deleted DE-
adherin molecules. As DP-PP complexes were immuno-
recipitated with anti-GFP antibody from extracts of
ructed in this study. With the exception of DECH, all molecules
ibed under Materials and Methods. The regions recognized by the
ted by the striped thick lines. The two vertical arrows indicate the
ertical broken lines indicate the N- and C-terminus of the NC, the
results obtained for each molecule are shown at the corresponding
lows: 1111, as strong as DEFL; 111, slightly weaker than DEFL;
d dEx can induce incomplete tracheal fusions (asterisks). n.d., notconst
descr
ndica
the v
. The
s fol
, anmbryos expressing dCR4h and dCL3 (Fig. 6), the same
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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412 Oda and Tsukitaregion that is required for NC cleavage may be involved in
DP-PP binding. This DP-PP binding could be released even
under nonreducing conditions, indicating that it was non-
covalent (Fig. 4A). Furthermore, immunoprecipitation anal-
yses suggested that the interaction of PP with the Drosoph-
ila b- and a-catenin homologues Armadillo and Da-catenin,
espectively, is independent of DP-PP binding, and vice
ersa (Fig. 6).
FIG. 4. Detection of DP and PP derived from DE-cadherin cDNA
antibody, respectively, in lysates of wild-type embryos and S2 cell
more than 200 kDa were faintly detected. DP and PP of D
b-mercaptoethanol, b-me). (B) Affinity-purified DP and PP of dCPc
markers are indicated to the left in each panel.
FIG. 5. NC cleavage was blocked in certain DE-cadherin mutant
olecules. Polypeptides were detected with anti-GFP antibody in
ysates of embryos expressing DEFL, dCR4h, dNc, dCL3, mNcGSP,
r inNcHA. Lower bands correspond to PPs produced by NC
leavage, whereas upper bands correspond to uncleaved polypep-
ides. The amounts of protein loaded in each lane were not
quivalent. Molecular weight markers are indicated to the left. i
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightEffects of Mutations on the Adhesive Activity of
DE-Cadherin
To examine the effects of mutations on the adhesive
activity of DE-cadherin, we performed cell aggregation
assays using S2 cell transfectants and obtained the results
shown in Figs. 3 and 7. We found no difference in the
2 cells. (A) DP and PP were detected with DCAD2 and anti-GFP
siently transfected with DEFL or dCPc3. Note that precursors of
were separated even under nonreducing conditions (without
ined with Coomassie blue. Ig, immunoglobulin. Molecular weight
FIG. 6. Detection of complex formation of DE-cadherin mutant
molecules, Armadillo, and Da-catenin. The protein complexes
were immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP antibody from the ex-
tracts of embryos expressing DEFL, dCR4h, dNc, dCL3, or dCPc3
and detected with DCAD2 and anti-Armadillo and anti-Da-catenin
ntibodies. DCAD2 detected the DP of normal size (150 kDa) in the
anes of DEFL, dCL3, and dCPc3, that of reduced size in the lane of
CR4h due to the deletion of CRs, and the uncleaved product larger
han 150 kDa in the lane of dNc. Molecular weight markers arein S
s tran
EFL
3 standicated to the left.
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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413A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic Ccadherinslevel of aggregation activity between DEFL and dCPc3,
indicating that the CP is dispensable for the full adhesive
activity of DE-cadherin in S2 cells (Figs. 7A and 7B). None
of the CR-deleted molecules including dCR3h and dCR4h
exhibited aggregation activity (Fig. 7C). This indicated
that the CRs are essential for adhesion. DE-cadherin
molecules with mutations in the PCCD exhibited aggre-
gation activities at variously reduced levels. Of these
molecules, dNc and mNcGSP showed relatively high
activities despite the lack of NC cleavage, although their
levels were a little lower than those of DEFL and dCPc3
(Figs. 7A, 7B, and 7D; data not shown). These results
suggested that the normal structure of the PCCD is
required for high-affinity homophilic binding of DE-
cadherin.
To determine whether DE-cadherin has binding specific-
ity, we carried out cell aggregation assays using a mixture of
S2 cells expressing DEFL and intact DN-cadherin. Conse-
quently, GFP-positive and -negative cell aggregates were
formed separately (data not shown), indicating that DE- and
DN-cadherin bind selectively to the same cadherin sub-
class, as observed for vertebrate classic cadherins (Nose et
FIG. 7. Cell aggregation using S2 cells transiently transfected
with DEFL (A), dCPc3 (B), dCR4h (C), or dNc (D). Arrows indicate
large cell aggregates formed after a 5-min rotation at 150 rpm. On
the basis of the numbers and sizes of cell aggregates, the activity of
dCPc3 was as strong as that of DEFL. In contrast, the activity of
dNc was slightly weaker than that of DEFL. No activity was
observed for dCR4h. Scale bar, 200 mm.al., 1988).
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightRescue of the Tracheal Morphogenesis of shg by
Targeted Expression of DE-Cadherin
DE-cadherin is encoded in the shotgun (shg) locus (Ue-
mura et al., 1996; Tepass et al., 1996). Zygotic shg mutant
embryos show severe defects in tracheal morphogenesis
(Uemura et al., 1996). In strong alleles of shg, branches and
connectives are not fully extended, and their patterns are
largely disordered. Particularly, fusion of neighboring dorsal
trunk (DT) branches is completely blocked, although many
of these branches can make contact with each other (Oda
and Tsukita, 1999). To rescue the tracheal morphogenesis
of shg embryos, expression of intact DE-cadherin (DECH,
Fig. 3) was induced in developing tracheal tissues using a
combination of UAS-DECH and a specific driver, breathless
(btl)-GAL4 (Shiga et al., 1996). The expressed DE-cadherin
protein was detected by DCAD2 from late stage 11 (data not
shown). Tissue morphology was visualized by coexpression
of Da-catenin tagged with green fluorescent protein (DaC-
FP), which is targeted to AJs in normal epithelial cells
Oda and Tsukita, 1999).
In btl-GAL4/UAS-DaC-GFP'3 (shg1) embryos, AJ net-
works arranged in normal patterns were clearly revealed by
fluorescence of DaC-GFP (Fig. 8A). The majority (98.9%,
5 90) of DT fusions were successful, showing three
arallel rings of signals in so-called tip cells at the fusion
oints as shown previously by immunostaining for DE-
adherin and Da-catenin (Fig. 8D; Tanaka-Matakatsu et al.,
996). In contrast, Df(2R)E2, UAS-DaC-GFP'3/shg2, btl-
GAL4 (shg2) embryos showed only low DaC-GFP concen-
trations, and their tracheal branching patterns were largely
disordered (Fig. 8B). No successful DT fusions were ob-
served in shg2 embryos (N 5 90; Fig. 8E). In Df(2R)E2,
AS-DaC-GFP'3/shg2, btl-GAL4; UAS-DECH'5-1/1
(shg2, DECH) embryos, a strong DaC-GFP concentration at
pical areas of cell-cell contact was recovered coincident
ith the establishment of relatively normal patterns of the
racheal network, although tracheal branches and connec-
ives in the embryos were less extended than those in shg1
embryos (Figs. 8A and 8C). Of the DT fusions examined,
98.9% were rescued in shg2, DECH embryos (N 5 90). At
the rescued DT fusion points, DaC-GFP showed ring-like
atterns as observed in shg1 embryos (Fig. 8F, arrows).
Thus, tracheal fusion rescue assays are ideal for testing the
morphogenetic abilities of DE-cadherin molecules.
Although low or intermediate levels of expression of
DECH produced normal tracheal fusions at high rates in the
rescue assays, high levels of expression of DE-cadherin
molecules with the intact CP showed dominant-negative
effects on tracheal development. In these embryos, cells of
DT branches were reduced in number, and some of the
branches failed in fusion (data not shown). These effects
were similar to those of armadillo (arm) mutations. In
embryos zygotically mutant for a null allele of arm, ar-
mYD35, DT branches are completely missing (Uemura et al.,
1996; our unpublished results). Excess supplies of the cad-
herin molecules may cause large reductions in the cytoplas-
mic pool of Armadillo required for differentiation of DT
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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414 Oda and Tsukitabranches, as reported previously for larval epidermis differ-
entiation (Cox et al., 1996; Sanson et al., 1996). For this
reason, we used transgenic lines that exhibited low or
intermediate expression levels in the following tracheal
fusion assays.
Morphogenetic Abilities of DE-Cadherin Mutant
Molecules
We examined the morphogenetic abilities of GFP-tagged
DE-cadherin molecules in tracheal fusion rescue assays. We
observed DT fusion points in stage 14–15 embryos by
FIG. 8. Rescue of the tracheal morphogenesis of shg. Tissue
morphology was revealed by fluorescence of DaC-GFP. All em-
bryos are at stage 15. (A and D) UAS-DaC-GFP'3/btl-GAL4. (B and
E) Df(2R)E2, UAS-DaC-GFP'3/shg2, btl-GAL4. (C and F)
Df(2R)E2, UAS-DaC-GFP'3/shg2, btl-GAL4; UAS-DECH'5-1/1.
A–C) Each image was constructed by overlaying 20 successive
ptical sections separated by intervals of 1 mm. DT, dorsal trunk;
LT, lateral trunk; VB, visceral branch; DB, dorsal branch. Arrow-
heads indicate DT and LT fusion points. (D–F) High magnifications
of DT fusion points. Each image is a single optical section. Thin
arrows indicate characteristic patterns of signals at normal fusion
points. The middle arrows correspond to the apical cell contacts
between the tip cells. The apical surfaces of tracheal epithelial cells
face the lumina (asterisks). Anterior is to the left, and dorsal to the
top. Scale bars, 10 mm.fluorescence and differential interference contrast (DIC)
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All righticroscopy and counted normal DT fusions in stage 15
mbryos (Table 1). DEFL exhibited full rescue activity at a
evel similar to that of DECH (Fig. 9A; 98.1%, N 5 162),
ndicating that the GFP tag did not interfere with the
unction of DE-cadherin in tracheal fusion. DEFL was
trongly accumulated at apical zones of cell-cell contact.
haracteristic patterns of GFP signals were observed in the
ip cells at the rescued DT fusion points (Fig. 9A, arrows).
Based on the degree of rescue activity, the DE-cadherin
olecules examined were divided into three classes as
hown in Table 1.
● Class I molecules showed full rescue activity producing
T fusions indistinguishable from those in wild-type em-
ryos (Figs. 9A and 9B). DECH, DEFL, and mNcGSP be-
onged to this class. The mNcGSP mutation did not affect
he rescue activity or the subcellular distribution, clearly
emonstrating that NC cleavage itself is not essential for
he morphogenetic function of DE-cadherin in tracheal
usion.
● Class II molecules showed partial rescue activity pro-
ucing DT fusions with a lumen of reduced size (incom-
lete DT fusions) in some hemisegments, although no
ormal fusions were observed (Figs. 9C and 9D). dCR3h,
CR4h, and dEx belonged to this class. GFP fluorescence of
CR3h and dCR4h was detected diffusely on the apical cell
urfaces, and was often found at the sites connecting
eighboring lumina at stage 14 (Figs. 9E and 9F, arrows),
hen DT fusion has been completed in normal embryos. In
lightly older embryos, connections of neighboring lumina
ere observed at some DT fusion points by fluorescence
nd DIC microscopy, although they did not expand to
ormal width (Fig. 9C). The subcellular distribution pattern
f dEx was different from those of dCR3h and dCR4h.
lthough dEx was detected weakly at apical zones of
ell-cell contact, large amounts of this molecule persisted
n the cytoplasm (Fig. 9G).
● Class III molecules showed no rescue activity (Figs.
H–9K). We detected no positive effects on tracheal fusion.
CPc3, dCR4, dNc, dCL3, and inNcHA belonged to this
lass. Large amounts of dCPc3 were detected diffusely on
he apical cell surfaces in the tracheal epithelia, although it
as also detected at considerable levels in the cytoplasm.
he other molecules of this class were strongly detected in
he cytoplasm. For these molecules, only faint signals were
etected at the plasma membranes.
Behavior of DE-Cadherin Mutant Molecules in
Embryonic Epithelial Cells
In the trachea fusion rescue assays, we found that DE-
cadherin mutant molecules exhibited a variety of behaviors
in the epithelial cells. Since subcellular distributions of
molecules were observed more precisely in large flat epi-
thelial cells of the amnioserosa, we examined the cells of
embryos in which expression of GFP-tagged DE-cadherin
molecules was induced in the wild-type background using
arm-GAL4. In all cases, fluorescent signals began to appear
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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415A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic Ccadherinsin amnioserosa cells as well as in other surface ectodermal
cells from stage 10. We followed the changes in subcellular
distributions of DE-cadherin molecules from stage 10 to 14.
DEFL began to be detected at apical zones of cell-cell
contact at the same time GFP signals appeared. Although
amnioserosa cells show thin shapes with great lengths of
cadherin-based cell-cell contact before germband retraction
(Fig. 10A), the cells change to adopt a square shape with the
area of cell-cell contact being reduced during germband
retraction (Fig. 10C). In amnioserosa cells of stage 14
embryos, DEFL was strongly detected at apical zones of
cell-cell contact but was not prominent in the cytoplasm
(Fig. 10D). In embryos expressing DEFL, the patterns of
immunostaining with DCAD2 were almost identical to
those of GFP fluorescence (data not shown).
The behavior of dCR3h and dCR4h was similar to that of
DEFL (Figs. 10A and 10B). These molecules appeared at
cell-cell boundaries as early as DEFL. However, dCR3h and
dCR4h differed from DEFL in that they formed many
aggregates of various sizes in apical compartments of am-
nioserosa cells (Figs. 10B and 10F). These aggregated mol-
ecules were coincident with endogenous Da-catenin but
ot with endogenous DE-cadherin (data not shown), which
as detected specifically by DCAD1. Despite the small
ifference between their structures, dCR4h and dCR4
howed distinct patterns of subcellular distribution through
tages 10–14 (Figs. 10F and 10G). dCR4 was markedly
ccumulated in subdomains of the cytoplasm surrounding
he nuclei, while only small amounts of this molecule were
etected at cell-cell boundaries (Fig. 10G). Its GFP signals
howed a mesh-like pattern characteristic of the endoplas-
ic reticulum (ER) as shown in Fig. 10H. Similarly to
CR4, dEx, dNc, dCL3, and inNcHA showed strong cyto-
TABLE 1
Rescue of Tracheal Fusion in shg by Various DE-Cadherin Molecu
Molecule
('used transgenic line)
Number of
hemisegments examined
Class I (exhibit full rescue activity)
DECH ('6-1) 90
DEFL ('6-3) 162
mNcGSP ('4-1) 180
Class II (exhibit partial rescue activity)
dCR3h ('7-1) 180
dCR4h ('14-1) 180
dEx ('12-2) 180
Class III (exhibit no rescue activity)
dCPc3 ('8-1) 90
dCR4 ('11-1) 180
dNc ('9-1) 180
dCL3 ('10-1) 180
inNcHA ('13-1) 180lasmic accumulation (Figs. 10I and 10K–10M). However,
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightEx differed slightly from the others in that larger amounts
ended to be detected at cell-cell boundaries (Fig. 10K). This
ay account for its weak rescue activity in the tracheal
usion rescue assay. It is also worth mentioning that dEx,
nlike dCR3h or dCR4h, did not exhibit aggregation (Figs.
0F and 10K). The mutant molecules lacking normal trans-
ocation were coincident with endogenous Da-catenin
(Figs. 10D, 10E, 10I, and 10J; data not shown). This was
consistent with the results of immunoprecipitation experi-
ments (Fig. 6).
dCPc3 was relatively uniformly distributed in the cyto-
plasm and on the apical plasma membrane (Fig. 10N). This
molecule was not strongly concentrated into the sites of
cell-cell contact. We found no differences in the subcellular
distributions of mNcGSP or DEFL in embryonic epithelial
cells (Fig. 10O).
DISCUSSION
Structure of Nonchordate Classic Cadherins
Our biochemical analyses demonstrated that the mature
DE-cadherin protein consists of two polypeptides named
DP (aa 70–1010) and PP (aa 1011–1507). DP is identical to
the 150-kDa polypeptide detected previously (Oda et al.,
1994). It is likely that DP and PP are produced by removal of
the signal peptide and cleavage between G (aa 1010) and S
(aa 1011) residues in NC. There are marked differences in
processing between DE-cadherin and vertebrate classic cad-
herin. In the mouse, the N-terminal precursor portions of E-
and N-cadherin are removed during maturation (Shirayoshi
et al., 1986). Previously, we suggested that the first CR
might be cleaved off upon maturation in DE-cadherin (Oda
Number of normal
DT fusions (%)
Number of incomplete
DT fusions (%)
89 (98.9) 0 (0)
159 (98.1) 0 (0)
179 (99.4) 0 (0)
0 (0) 55 (30.6)
0 (0) 87 (48.3)
0 (0) 32 (17.8)
0 (0) 0 (0)
0 (0) 0 (0)
0 (0) 0 (0)
0 (0) 0 (0)
0 (0) 0 (0)leset al., 1994), but this possibility was excluded by the results
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
CD
es. A
416 Oda and Tsukitaof the present study. NC cleavage may be evolutionarily
conserved in nonchordate classic cadherins. The amino acid
sequence of the NC cleavage site of DE-cadherin is identical
FIG. 9. Morphogenetic abilities of DE-cadherin molecules tested
in shg mutant embryos using btl-GAL4, and their fluorescence in t
and D. (A) Df(2R)E2, UAS-DEFL'6-3/shg2, btl-GAL4. (B) U
UAS-dCR4h'14-1/shg2, btl-GAL4. (D and G) Df(2R)E2, UAS-dEx'
, incomplete fusions are shown. (E) Df(2R)E2, UAS-dCR3h'7
Df(2R)E2/shg2, btl-GAL4; UAS-dNc'9-1/1. (J) Df(2R)E2/shg2, b
dCPc3'8-1/1. Long thin arrows indicate signals characteristic of n
contact newly established between the tip cells. Short fat arrows in
are seen at the sites connecting neighboring lumina of DT branchor very similar to the corresponding sequences of DN-
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightcadherin, LvG-cadherin, and HMR-1 (Fig. 2A). A previous
study showed that transfection of S2 cells with DN-
cadherin cDNA gives rise to 300-, 200-, and 120-kDa
cheal fusion rescue assays. GFP-tagged molecules were expressed
Ts was detected. All embryos are at stage 14 with the exception of
NcGSP'4-1/1; Df(2R)E2/shg2, btl-GAL4. (C and F) Df(2R)E2,
/shg2, btl-GAL4. The embryos of C and D are at stage 15. In C and
g2, btl-GAL4. (H) Df(2R)E2/shg2, btl-GAL4; dCR4'11-1/1. (I)
L4; UAS-inNcHA'13-1/1. (K) Df(2R)E2/shg2, btl-GAL4; UAS-
al DT fusions. The signals are seen at the apical zones of cell-cell
e DT fusion points in abnormal cases. Note that in E and F signals
nterior is to the left, and dorsal to the top. Scale bar, 10 mm.in tra
he D
AS-m
12-2
-1/sh
tl-GA
orm
dicatpolypeptides (Iwai et al., 1997). For LvG-cadherin, three
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417A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic Ccadherinspolypeptides of 320-, 140-, and 125-kDa were detected by
antiserum against its CP (Miller and McClay, 1997b). NC
cleavage may account for the complexities of the products
of the DN- and LvG-cadherin genes.
Three lines of evidence suggest that NC cleavage and
DP-PP binding are constitutive. First, most populations of
DE-cadherin are cleaved when exogenously expressed in S2
cells and embryos (Figs. 4A and 5). Second, DP and PP are
always coimmunoprecipitated in comparable ratios (Figs.
4B and 6). Third, in embryos expressing DEFL, GFP fluores-
cence is almost identical to signals obtained on immuno-
FIG. 10. Behavior of DE-cadherin molecules in embryonic epithe
their behaviors were observed in amnioserosa cells (as). GFP fl
endogenous Da-catenin (E and J) were detected in stage 11 (A and B
(B and F) Cells expressing dCR4h. (G and H) Cells expressing dCR
nucleus. (I and J) Cells expressing dNc. The cells shown in E and J
(L) Cells expressing dCL3. (M) Cells expressing inNcHA. (N) Cells e
H, all images were constructed by overlaying 20 (A–C) or 4 (D–G an
orsal epidermis. Scale bars, 10 mm.staining with DCAD2. It is most likely that DP and PP bind i
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All righto each other via noncovalent linkage within the CR4-CE
egion (aa 738–1108) as schematically shown in Fig. 11.
NC cleavage probably occurs in the ER since it is not
ffected by treatment with brefeldin A. This was also
upported by the observation that dCL3 is cleaved in
mbryonic epithelial cells despite persisting in subdomains
f the cytoplasm corresponding to the ER (Figs. 5 and 10L).
E-cadherin may be cleaved by a protease resident in the
R lumen shortly after synthesis. Alternatively, it is pos-
ible that DE-cadherin has self-cleavage activity in the ER
umen. Deletion analysis revealed that the CR4-CE region
ells. GFP-tagged molecules were expressed using arm-GAL4, and
cence (A–D, F–I, and K–O) and signals of immunostaining for
(C) and 14 (D-O) embryos. (A, C, D, and E) Cells expressing DEFL.
is a single optical section showing mesh-like patterns around the
e same as those in D and I, respectively. (K) Cells expressing dEx.
ssing dCPc3. (O) Cells expressing mNcGSP. With the exception of
O) successive optical sections separated by intervals of 0.5 mm. de,lial c
uores
), 13
4. H
are th
xpre
d I–s necessary for NC cleavage (Fig. 11). Some point muta-
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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418 Oda and Tsukitations of conserved amino acid residues in CR5, NC, and CE
also affect NC cleavage (our unpublished results). All these
results suggest that NC cleavage requires not only the
amino acid sequence of the cleavage site but also the overall
structure of the CR4-CE region.
A set of two CRs and a PCCD is a common feature of the
extracellular region of nonchordate classic cadherins (Fig.
1A). However, the number of CRs and the region between
the PCCD and TM are variable. DN- and LvG-cadherin
have additional CEs and LAG between the PCCD and TM.
HMR-1 has CEs and some sequences in the corresponding
region, but DE-cadherin has no space between the PCCD
and TM. Considering the molecular phylogeny (Fig. 1B), the
ancestral gene of DE-cadherin may have lost the second set
of a LAG and CEs after divergence from the precursor genes
of DN- and LvG-cadherin and HMR-1. DN- and LvG-
cadherin resemble each other in their overall structure
despite belonging to distinct branches in the phylogenetic
tree. Thus, we speculated that the structures of DN- and
vG-cadherin may be relatively close to that of the com-
on ancestor of the nonchordate classic cadherins.
Drosophila Fat, a member of the cadherin superfamily,
hich is huge with 34 CRs in the extracellular part, has
mino acid sequences representing significant homology
ith the CE and LAG of the nonchordate classic cadherins
Mahoney et al., 1991; Patthy, 1992; Oda et al., 1994). It is
ossible that Fat and the nonchordate classic cadherins are
f common evolutionary origin and that occurrence of a
FIG. 11. Summary of the structural and functional roles of the
domains of DE-cadherin. The distal half containing CRs is respon-
sible for homophilic binding. The NC in the PCCD contains a
constitutive proteolytic cleavage site. The region which covers the
last two CRs, NC, and CE (aa 738–1108) is required for NC
cleavage and may be involved in noncovalent binding between DP
(150-kDa) and PP (about 80-kDa). The CP contains the binding site
for Armadillo, which mediates the interaction with Da-catenin and
ctin filaments. The region covering the last two CRs, PCCD, TM,
nd CP is required for normal translocation of DE-cadherin to the
lasma membrane.CCD played a major role in their bifurcation. c
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightRoles for Each Domain in Cell Adhesion and
Epithelial Morphogenesis
Deletion of CRs prevents DE-cadherin from exhibiting its
cell-cell-binding function in S2 cells. Consistent with stud-
ies on vertebrate classic cadherins (Nose et al., 1990; Ozawa
et al., 1990; Shapiro et al., 1995), the CRs of the nonchor-
ate classic cadherin may be responsible for direct binding
o the cadherin expressed in neighboring cells (Fig. 11).
eletions or alterations in the PCCD cause varying degrees
f reduction in the adhesive activity. These mutations may
ffect the orientation of the CR domain. The contribution
f the PCCD to homophilic binding may be indirect rather
han direct. In cell aggregation and immunoprecipitation
nalyses, we found no cooperative actions between the
xtracellular domain and CP. Deletion of the CP had no
ffect on the adhesive activity in S2 cells or on Nc cleavage
r DP-PP binding, and mutations in the extracellular do-
ain did not affect the interaction with the catenins. In
ontrast to the CP-deleted DE-cadherin molecule, mouse
-cadherin lacking the CP has little cell-cell-binding ability
n L cells (Nagafuchi and Takeichi, 1988). L cells expressing
ouse E-cadherin form rigid aggregates which cannot be
ispersed by trituration (Nagafuchi et al., 1987), but DE-
adherin-mediated aggregates of S2 cells are easily dissoci-
ted into single cells by such treatment (Oda et al., 1994). It
s possible that adhesion in the DE-cadherin-expressing S2
cells remains in a weak state and the interaction of the CP
with the catenins is ineffective.
We showed that the CR domain, PCCD, and CP are
essential for the morphogenetic function of DE-cadherin.
The morphogenetic abilities of DE-cadherin mutant mol-
ecules are not necessarily correlated with their adhesive
abilities in S2 cells. dCR3h, dCR4h, and dEx, which have no
cell-cell-binding ability, can produce positive morphoge-
netic effects on tracheal fusion, but dCPc3, dNc, dCL3, and
inNcHA showed no positive effects despite having cell-cell-
binding ability in S2 cells. Our results indicated that
CP-mediated control plays a central role in tracheal fusion.
The CP binds to the catenins, which may mediate interac-
tion with the actin cytoskeleton (Pai et al., 1996; Nieset et
al., 1997; Rimm et al., 1995). This coupling is expected to
translate the force of actin bundle contraction into cell
shape changes, as suggested previously (Costa et al., 1998).
ven if cell-cell binding function is removed from DE-
adherin, such mechanical forces may induce incomplete
racheal fusion. Despite the intact CP, some mutations in
he PCCD lead to complete loss of the morphogenetic
bility of DE-cadherin. These mutant molecules fail in
rompt translocation to the plasma membrane when ex-
ressed in epithelial cells of the developing embryo. Effi-
ient recruitment of DE-cadherin to appropriate sites of the
lasma membrane may be important for dynamic epithelial
orphogenesis during development.
Tracheal fusion is a dynamic morphogenetic process in
hich the apical surfaces of neighboring epithelia contact-
ng each other on their basal sides become connected
oincident with the formation of a lumen through the tip
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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419A Unique Domain in Nonchordate Classic Ccadherinscells. In the tip cells, zygotic expression of DE-cadherin is
necessary for the formation of AJs at the fusion points
(Tanaka-Matakatsu et al., 1996). DE-cadherin and Da-
atenin appear first on the basal interface between the tip
ells and are eventually localized at the apical zone of
ontact between the tip cells (Tanaka-Matakatsu et al.,
996). The process of tracheal fusion may require rearrange-
ent of epithelial cell polarity in the tip cells. Even when
xogenously expressed, DEFL appears to behave promptly
ccording to the regulated epithelial cell polarity. dCR3h
nd dCR4h are also recruited to the apical areas of the
lasma membranes in the tip cells contributing to connec-
ion of the apical surfaces of neighboring epithelia. The
ell-cell-binding function of DE-cadherin is necessary for
xpansion of the lumen to normal width.
Mechanism of DE-Cadherin Translocation
DE-cadherin protein must be translocated from the ER to
the contact sites of the plasma membrane to participate in
cell-cell binding. Exogenously expressed normal DE-
adherin was immediately accumulated at apicolateral bor-
ers of the plasma membrane in tracheal cells and many
ther epithelial cells. Our mutational analyses revealed
mportant aspects of DE-cadherin translocation involving
he last two CRs, PCCD, and CP (Fig. 11). Mutations in the
CCD led to strong accumulation of the molecules in
ubdomains of the cytoplasm probably corresponding to the
R. Deletion of the large extracellular region encompassing
Rs 1–5 and the PCCD also reduced the efficiency of
ranslocation. These observations favor the idea that the
xtracellular region including the PCCD has an active role
n translocation out of the ER to the plasma membrane.
CR3h or dCR4h has little effect on translocation, but
CR4 exhibits a defect similar to that of the PCCD mutant
olecules. These observations suggested that the last two
Rs are functionally linked with the PCCD, and that this
et is required for normal translocation. It is intriguing that
C cleavage, which presumably takes place in the ER, also
equires the same region. However, the results from
NcGSP and dCL3 indicate that NC cleavage is not a
rerequisite for translocation and occurs even under condi-
ions in which translocation is blocked. We speculated that
Rs 4 and 5 and the PCCD are an overlapping region
equired for NC cleavage and for translocation, but these
wo events occur independently. There are three possible
xplanations for the mechanism of the involvement of the
CCD in translocation. First, the unique structure of the
ast two CRs and PCCD may interact in the ER lumen with
ome machinery that carries out protein sorting and direc-
ional transport. Second, the PCCD structure may be in-
olved in a lateral interaction between the synthesized
adherin proteins that facilitates translocation. Third, the
CCD may have a role in folding of the extracellular part of
he synthesized cadherin in the ER lumen to form a
ompact structure necessary for efficient translocation.
hese possibilities must be tested in future studies.
The CP is another part essential for normal translocation c
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightf DE-cadherin. Although the CP-deleted molecule tends to
ranslocate to the apical plasma membrane, it is not so
ctively concentrated into the sites of cell-cell contact.
espite the reduced efficiency of translocation, the mutant
olecule lacking the large extracellular region appears to be
ecruited to the apical zones of cell-cell contact once it
eaves the ER. It seems that the CP-mediated control plays
n important role in efficient and directional translocation
f DE-cadherin from the ER to the contact sites of the
lasma membrane. A previous study of mammalian
-cadherin suggested that the cadherin forms complexes
ith b-catenin immediately after synthesis (Hinck et al.,
1994). We showed that DE-cadherin mutant molecules
accumulating in the cytoplasm due to the lack of translo-
cation appear to bind to Armadillo and Da-catenin. This
raises the possibility that normal DE-cadherin joins Arma-
dillo and Dacatenin before arriving at the plasma mem-
brane. It is necessary to examine the contributions of
Armadillo and Da-catenin to DE-cadherin translocation in
future studies.
After arriving at the appropriate sites on the plasma
membrane, DE-cadherin must participate in cell-cell bind-
ing. dCR3h and dCR4h appear to fail in this step. These
molecules exhibit many aggregates containing catenins in
the apical cell compartments, but other mutant molecules
never exhibit such aggregates. It is likely that the lack of
CRs prevents the molecules from establishing stable link-
age between the cells. Also, the structure of the last two
CRs and PCCD might be involved in self-assembly of
DE-cadherin, possibly occurring concomitantly with its
participation in cell-cell binding.
Differences in Cell-Cell Adhesion between
Chordate and Nonchordate Epithelial Cells
Many previous studies using cultured cells and laboratory
animals have suggested that cadherin-catenin-based cell-
cell adhesion plays basic roles in the formation, mainte-
nance, and morphogenesis of epithelia (Takeichi, 1995;
Huber et al., 1996; Barth et al., 1997). As described above,
lassic cadherins show clear differences in their molecular
tructures between chordate and nonchordate metazoans.
owever, we know of no other basic proteins that show
uch differences among their counterparts.
The most striking event in the evolution of classic
adherins may be the loss of a PCCD, which is expected to
ave occurred in the common ancestor of chordates. The
uestion of the merits of this loss is intriguing. Based on our
nalyses, PCCD function is related to translocation. As
upported by phylogenetic analyses, the most primitive
orm of nonchordate classic cadherins is likely to have had
large extracellular region with many CRs. The PCCD-
ediated translocation mechanism may have been crucial
or efficient recruitment of the large molecule to the plasma
embrane in performing a morphogenetic function. We
ypothesized that the common ancestor of chordate classic
adherins adopted an alternative translocation mechanism
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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420 Oda and Tsukitato the PCCD-mediated mechanism coincident with the
structural change to small size.
There is a general difference between vertebrate and
nonchordate classic cadherins in their subcellular distribu-
tions in epithelial cells. Mouse E-cadherin, for example, is
distributed throughout the lateral domains of the plasma
membrane in epithelial cells of the embryonic lung (Hirai et
l., 1989). In contrast, DE-cadherin is restricted to apicolat-
ral borders of the plasma membrane in most epithelial
ells of the embryo (Oda et al., 1994), where AJs have been
bserved by electron microscopy (Tepass and Hartenstein,
994). The subcellular distribution patterns of sea urchin
vG-cadherin and C. elegans HMR-1 are similar to that of
DE-cadherin in embryonic epithelial cells (Miller and Mc-
Clay, 1997b; Costa et al., 1998). In all these cases, a- and
b-catenins are also restricted to apical zones of cell-cell
contact.
In addition to the subcellular distributions of the classic
cadherins, there are marked differences between chordates
and nonchordates in junctional complexes. AJs and septate
junctions (SJs) were observed in a wide range of nonchordate
metazoans by electron microscopy (Eichenberger-Glinz,
1979; Lane and Skaer, 1980; White, 1988; Spiegel and
Howard, 1983; Tepass and Hartenstein, 1994). The AJ is
located at the apical-most portion of the cell, followed by
the SJ. In chordates including vertebrates and ascidians,
tight junctions (TJs), in addition to AJs, are frequently
found, but SJs have not been found (Farquhar and Palade,
1963; Staehelin, 1974; Cavey and Wood, 1986). Exception-
ally, in Amphioxus cephalochordata, neither TJs nor SJs
ave been observed (Lane et al., 1987). The TJ is positioned
t the apical end of the lateral plasma membrane in chor-
ate epithelial cells, followed by the AJ. These observations
ndicate that there are fundamental differences between
hordate and nonchordate metazoans not only in cadherin-
ased cell-cell adhesion but also in other mechanisms of
ell-cell connection.
In conclusion, we have shown that nonchordate classic
adherins have a structurally and functionally unique do-
ain called the PCCD, which is absent from chordate
lassic cadherins. The PCCD may be the key to understand-
ng the evolution of classic cadherin-based cell-cell adhe-
ion, which have played a basic role in metazoan morpho-
enesis. In future studies, we will need to investigate the
elationships between the classic cadherin structure and
he body plan in chordate and nonchordate metazoans.
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